The "key-form" system for data collection in disability evaluation.
A new system for comprehensive disability evaluation has been developed in the framework of our Hospital. This system is based on multidisciplinary evaluation during one day of tests and the summarization of the data collected. The process takes place at the Institute for Functional Evaluation, a joint project of the National Insurance Institute and the Loewenstein Hospital in Israel. The process was designed to provide the basis for the determination of the degree of disability according to the requirements of the General Disability Law. In order to carry out the experimental program a computerized system of recording was created. The method of recording is based upon the "Key-form" where the different systems of the body appear one after the other and next to them the term "normal" or "abnormal". In the case of an abnormal mark, the tester goes on to the next stage which involves completion of a detailed form for that system. The forms are coded for the transfer of information to the computer without intermediary stages and this enables processing of a vast amount of data with relative ease. The system enables compilation of individual profiles and statistical tables and analysis. Theoretical and practical applications of the system are discussed on the basis of the pilot study.